
Help Girls See The Applicability Of CS In Other Fields
Given the popularity of Science among girls, share examples of 
how Science relies upon CS. For example, Couragionʼs Climate 
Researcher role model uses Python in order to study the effects 
of global warming on coral reefs. She regrets not taking CS 
courses in college & instead had to teach herself programming 
while juggling the responsibilities of a full-time research job.

Girlsʼ Low CS Interest Is Top Challenge, Couragion Research Offers Insights Couragion

K-12 Computer Science research conducted by Couragion in Q1 2017, with support from the National Science Foundation. Survey has a margin of error of +/-7% at a 95% level of 
confidence. Couragion app data gathered from middle & high school students from 2015 to 2017. © 2017 Couragion Corporation, info@couragion.com, www.couragion.com

Educator Responses 
When Asked About 
Top CS Challenge

ʻIncreasing utilization 
of CS electives among 
our female population 
- my elective classes 
are over 80% males.ʼ - 
Middle School Teacher

ʻGetting past the 
gender bias. My 
students, living in the 
center of the Silicon 
Valley, still don't 
believe a career in CS 
is a viable option for 
girls.ʼ - High School 
                Teacher

ʻGetting females to 
engage in CS.ʼ - K-12 
Administrator
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Select CS Projects That Help People, Animals Or The Environment
Top tech career for 

girls = CTO who 
makes mobile app 
that helps find lost 

children 

How important is 
greater work 

purpose?

Boys Rate 
Work 

Purpose As 
Important

Girls Rate 
Work Purpose 
As Extremely 

Important

Think Beyond Robotics Projects

For boys, the 
Robotics Engineer is 
on the top 5 list of 

most selected 
careers. 

55% of boys also 
find that the career is 

a best fit for their 
interests, values &  
work preferences.

Among girls, only 
7% select the

Robotics Engineer
career.

Less than a third of
girls find the career 
to be a best fit for 

their interests,
values & work
preferences.

Intro To
Robotics


